
 

I'm here to tell you about the importance of getting your message out there, with or without a budget. You can talk to people in person or on the phone, post on social media sites, write emails, sell door-to-door and more! "How do I get started? What are all these things?" you might ask. Well, I’ve created this article for you."

2. Create an introduction to a fictional blog post titled "My Personal Terrible Day". The article is an introduction to a blog post about the fictional person's day. They wake-up late, can't find their keys, miss the bus, spill coffee on themselves, get yelled at by their boss for not completing an assignment AND are stood up by their significant other. When writing this article, remember to include some
colorful language and don't be afraid of including multiple paragraphs of description (you will need 80+ words per section).

3. Create an introduction to a fictional news article titled "Palo Alto Launches New High Tech Ship". Here is the article intro: Palo Alto has launched a new high tech ship that will be used for corporate water-taxi service. If the article were to be published, you would want to include some specific details in the story. You would also want to include an elevator pitch for this new ship so readers
understand how it works and will benefit their own businesses.

4. Create an introduction to a fictional article titled "Employee Transportation". Here is the article intro: The Palo Alto Water Taxi Service has introduced new water taxis that are safer, nicer and more reliable than ever before. This new fleet has many advantages including lower maintenance costs for buses, improved passenger comfort, water-taxi style ticket machines for booking tickets online and
even a feature that lets you leave your tablet or laptop at home while traveling on one of these classic water taxis. 

5. Create an introduction to a fictional blog post titled "Vacation Planning for the Busy Professional". Here is the article intro: Need help planning your next vacation? Learn how to plan a successful vacation with these tips from our long-time readers. Include many specific details in this blog post about how your reader can plan a vacation that is affordable, enjoyable and convenient. Use colorful
language when possible, but avoid sounding too promotional when discussing the information you want to share with your readers.

1. Create an introduction to a fictional blog post titled "Why I'm Finally Taking a Vacation". Here is the article intro: For the past few years, I’ve been putting off my vacation. I didn’t know where to go or what to do when I got there. Include many specific details in this blog post about how your reader can plan a vacation that is affordable and enjoyable. Use colorful language when possible but avoid
sounding too promotional when discussing the information you want to share with your readers.

2. Create an introduction to a fictional interview with a CEO titled "Palo Alto Company President Interview".
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